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QUARTERLY REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY 
ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR ROCKET FLIGHT OPERATIONS 

During the first quarter of 1963 Nuclear Utility Services, Inc . completed, 
printed and distributed NUS-122, "A Preliminary Evaluation of Hazards 
from Nuclear Rocket Flight Operations" and proceeded in the development 
of additional studies on environmental safety as well as an up-dating 
and revising of the analysis reported in NUS-122. 

Additional efforts to which NUS is devoting its attention during the 
current calendar year include a study of environmental safety program 
scheduling (Task II), special ad hoc studies (Task III), and the prepara
tion of preliminary scenario and assemblage of film footage for safety 
movie for the RIFT program. Accomplishments in each of these tasks is 
reported in appropriate sections of the report below. 

I. Task I 

Under Task I, two primary efforts have been initiated during the 
first quarter. The first considers the changes in information and 
data regarding source and environmental terms which have become 
available since the issuance of NUS-122. These include such 
factors as changes in the source term, both energy yield and 
re lease fraction, the oceanographic dispersion pattern, the exten
sion of meteorological dispersion data and a deeper examination of 
the beta dose problems. The second major effort is directed along 
the l ines of developing a program for a 7090 computer which will 
simplify the numerical evaluation of hazard from specified accident 
condit ions. This routine will permit the evaluation of parameters 
employed in the hazard evaluation as well as the consideration of 
routes of exposure to individuals not previously feasible in the 
hand computations performed for NUS-122. Each of these is d i s 
cussed in some detail below: 

A. Information Revision and Up-dating 

1. Source Term 

Coincident with the i ssuance of NUS-122, Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory issued RFS-135 ^^' which presented 
the latest information on the transient behavior of KIWI-B 
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type reactors. These data differ slightly from those 
presented in the NUS report in the yields for given 
insertions of reactivity, and in the energy partition. 

For reactivity insertions in the range of $6 - $8 over 
prompt critical, the slope of the yield curve has 
increased slightly over that previously reported. In 
all cases , the core fraction vaporized or liquefied 
hasdncreased, along with the explosive equivalent. 

The land impact of a free-falling core from 230 feet 
results in a near-step insertion of $3.90 over prompt 
instead of the $4.90 reported in NUS-122, with a 
consequent decrease in energy release. 

No case exhibited a significant change in energy 
release; therefore, the only factor in this analysis 
that will affect the doses calculated is the energy 
partition, i . e . , the changes in the fraction of the 
core vaporized for a given excursion. The only 
significant change in energy partition occurred for the 
water droplet injection case . The revised analysis 
indicates that 73% of the core would be vaporized as 
against 34% previously calculated. The remaining 
cases (except booster explosion) result in 23% or 
less core vaporization. The revised values of yield 
and energy partition are indicated in Table I. 

No additional information on release fraction has 
become available during the first quarter. The results 
of recent TREAT tests by WANE and the initial runs on 
TRIGA by NRDL have not yet been reported. 

2. Oceanographic Dispersion 

Previous calculations and estimates of the effects of 
the marine release accident described in Section IV-E 
of NUS-122 were in error due to the model used for 
dispersion in the sea. Initial mechanical dilution pro
vides a substantial reduction in concentration of the 
contaminants but approaches the point source condition 
within a day. ftesults of the previous calculations 

CONFIDENTIAL - RESTRICTED DATA 



Descript ion 

Immersion in de tona
ting propellant core 
compression 

Water impact-water 
droplet injection 

Complete water reflec
tion (no flooding) 

Land impact, free fall 
of core from s tage 
height of 230 ft . 

TABLE I 

KIWI-B ACCIDENT SUMMARY 

(Response to Reactivity Insertions) 

Kinetic 
Reactivity Rate Energy Release Energy 

($over prompt) $ / s ec (fissions) Core Damage lb of H.E. 

18.60 

4.00 

3.90 (200) 

~10 
22 

11.00 M , 0 0 0 ) 2 . 5 x 1 0 21 

5 .9 x 10 
20 

100% vaporized >10* 

- 73% vaporized - ^00 
^100% liquefied 

14% vaporized ~ 26 
73% liquefied 

20 
5 .7 x 10 ~ 14% vaporized ~ 25 

~ 73% liquefied 

Complete core com
pression assume 
Ak ~ 1/2 Afl. 
k p 

Water droplet '••••* 
densi ty 1/10 :""": 
normal densi ty •'.**'.• 

• • • • • 

• • * 
• • • 
• •• 
• • 

Assume :*:*': 
Ak ~ 1/2 Afi. •.—•; 
k p 

Liquid Hydrogen 
injection 140 9 .3 X 10 

20 
23% vaporized 
85% liquefied 

70 

Control vane runout 
(12 drums at 90° / sec ) 3.64 9.92 X 10 

19 0% vaporized 
0% liquefied 

Melting temperature 
reached after 500 
msec 
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therefore were low by a factor of about two orders of 
magnitude after a day following introduction into the s ea . 
The original assumptions and the diffusion model are 
under review and resul ts of the re-examination will be 
reported on in subsequent reports . 

3 . Inland Water Dispersion 

Previous evaluations of the effect of dispersion of the 
excursion fission products in the inland waterways of 
the Banana and Indian Rivers were based on uniform 
mixing in the separate reaches followed by decay. 
This approach iri'ill appears to be a reasonable one 
short of a determination of the diffusion and tidal inter
change of the individual reaches adjacent to the MILA 
tes t s i t e . Since the early distribution of material is 
non-uniform concentration values and immersion dose 
rates within the "cloud" are low for times of 10 and 
100 minutes after the excursion, but should be more 
reliable at the later t imes of one day to one week . In 
any case countermeasures will be necessary for subse 
quent use of these waters . 

4 , Meteorological Data Extension 

An extension of the meteorological evaluation of the AMR 
is under way using five years of hourly surface observa
t i ons . The analyses reported in NUS-122 by the U. S. 
Weather Bureau used 18 months' data in determining 
atmospheric stabili ty by application of the Turner-Pa squill 
c lassif icat ions incorporated into an IBM-1620 computer 
program. The USWB program has been reprogrammed for 
an IBM-7090 computer with modifications which include 
mass transport by incorporating wind veloci t ies along 
with the seasonal hourly variations of s tabi l i ty . In order 
to make use of the facil i t ies of the National Weather 
Records Center in Asheville, North Carolina, the data 
tape format from Asheville had to be modified for input to 
the IBM-7090 computer. A wind persis tence IBM-7090 
computer program developed by the USWB has been modi
fied for use in this study to provide probabilities of winds 
from a certain direction continuing to blow for long periods 
of t ime. 
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The resul ts of this re-evaluation will be included 
in the revision of NUS-122. 

5 . Beta Dose Problems 

The significance of beta dose to external and internal 
body surfaces was briefly indicated in NUS-122. The 
very high surface doses from core fragments following 
an accident , or reentry, suggest a re-examination of 
the pertinent beta dosimetry and of the radiobiological 
consequences of high local exposures , A preliminary 
examination of the internal dose problem in connection 
with operational vehicle reenfry was conducted under 
Task I I I . l , and is reported in that sect ion. This exam
ination has led to a review of the problems deriving 
from both launch area malfunction and fragment reentry 
following RIFT desfruct system t e s t s , 

a . External Beta Doses 

In NUS-122, external beta doses were considered 
only in terms of the skin dose problem from small 
deposited par t ic les . The dose rates reported were 
those which would occur at the part ic le-skin inter
face. It is questionable whether this dose rate has 
any biological significance, or whether, in fact, the 
dose rate should be averaged over a larger range, or 
t i ssue volume in order to develop a suitable bas i s 
for comparison with biological effects . 

An initial approach to this problem is indicated in 
the section of this report covering Task III. Applica
tion of this tact ic to the skin dose indicates a marked 
reduction in dose rate va lues , but does not eliminate 
the skin exposure from small fragments as a problem 
area . 

An additional effect, not considered in NUS-122 which 
is primarily significant in terms of launch area contam
ination derives from the external beta dose from depos>»^ 
ited fragments. For times on the order of a few hours 
after accident , beta dose ra tes at one meter may be 
5 0 - 7 0 times as high as the gamma dose r a t e s , resulting 
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in body surface exposures which would be highly 
significant, particularly to l ightly-clad individuals. 
This dose ratio will change with time as the beta 
energy spectrum changes . Numerical values will 
be reported in the semi-annual report. 

Extension of the particle transport and beta dose 
consideration is being made to the RIFT reentry 
si tuat ion, assuming a tes t of a post-operational 
destruct system at various a l t i tudes . Since a 
nuclear self-destruct system is a possibi l i ty , the 
effect of the added fission product inventory is 
a lso being examined. 

b . Internal Beta Doses 

NUS-122 did not evaluate internal doses due to inha
lation or ingestion of small fragments of core material . 
This extension is being incorporated in the machine 
program currently under development and described 
below. Organs considered include the lung and GI 
t ract , for inhaled and ingested mater ia ls . 

B. Computer Program Development 

There are a number of computer codes which have been directed 
toward the evaluation of radiation hazard of one type or another 
from reactor accidents . The computer codes which are ava i la 
ble and which might pertain to the study of environmental safety 
of nuclear rocket flight operations have been surveyed. ^̂ ^ It 
was found that few of the available codes would be of use in 
their entirety in this program. 

However four codes were found that appeared to be of some use 
in this program development. These are the Atomics International 
CLOUD Code, (3) Aerojet General RISC^^) and REAPP Codes(5) and 
the Convair Hazard Evaluation Code. ^°' A brief description of each 
of these programs is given in Appendix A. These four programs 
are now being analyzed more thoroughly to determine the usefulness 
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of incorporating any of the computation schemes or sub
routines in the present plan for hazard evaluation code 
development. 

Also of interest is a computer program now under develop
ment at Argonne National Laboratory. This program, a 
reactor inventory buildup and re lease code , ^ ' may be of 
use in this program. However, it will not be available 
until late 1963. A brief description of this program a lso 
appears in Appendix A, 

As a means of developing the information and operation 
blocks necessary in the evaluation of hazards at the 
launch s i t e , a block diagram of an airborne release hazards 
evaluation code has been developed and is shc3wn in Figure I . 
Appendix B contains an outline of the important factors to 
be considered in nuclear rocket accident analysis and includes 
those factors which are considered in the airborne re lease 
hazard evaluat ion. Several portions of this proposed pro
gram have been completed and are now being checked out. 

The computation scheme would use for input the chemical 
energy re lease (if any), the time integrated reactor power, 
the mean wind speed at the surface and wind direction, the 
stabili ty c lass after Pasquill^°^ and the deposition velocity 
as a function of azimuthal posi t ion. The integrated reactor 
power and the fission product inventory required as inputs to 
the code will be generated by WANL. The data required 
includes isotopic concentrations at the time of accident 
termination, decay constants , branching decay yields , beta 
and gamma energy distribution by isotope and the fractiona
tion of the re lease into gaseous , volatile and particulate 
form by isotope. This program will then calculate the various 
types of doses received by individuals at any downwirid 
posi t ion. 

It is hoped that the work on the airborne re lease hazard evalua
tion program will be substantially complete by the end of the 
next quarter. In the absence of complete yield and isotope 
re lease data from WANL, preliminary checks on the computation 
scheme will be made using the fission product inventory 
generated by NUS, using the same assumptions as those 
employed in NUS-122. 
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Present plans cal l for the marine re lease computation 
scheme and a random reenfry computation scheme to 
be completed by the end of the calendar year . 

II. Task II 

Under Task II, NUS is to provide a definition of the envfronmental 
safety program by describing object ives , content, schedules , 
problem a reas , interrelationships and discrepancies for those tasks 
affecting envfronmental safety (including but not limited to envfron
mental programs). During the ffrst quarter, d iscuss ions were held 
with NRDL, WANL and AGC (on source term development) and WHOI 
and CBI (on oceanographic programs). A form has been prepared on 
which pertinent information for each envfronmental safety study can 
be concisely l i s ted , and is shown in ^ p e n d i x C for the NRDL work. 
Similar forms will be prepared for each envfronmental safety study 
from which data necessary for machine programming of a PERT system 
can be exfracted. 

On February 18 a meeting was held with the SNPO-PERT people in 
Cleveland for a brief indocfrination in thefr PERTing methods. Monthly 
meetings are to be held with the SNPO-PERT people in Cleveland to 
facilitate the fransmittal and review of all scheduling and rescheduling 
information. At these t imes , it will be possible for NUS to make recom
mendations for changes in the Envfronmental Safety Program and its 
related schedule . 

The assembly of separate existing safety studies into a scheduling ne t 
work has raised some additional ques t ions . For example it became 
apparent that insufficient work is presently in-hand or scheduled firmly 
enough to permit the application of crit ical path scheduling techniques 
to the envfronmental safety program, since too many gaps would appear 
in the program network. A second difficulty arose iri the determination 
of critical times for envfronmental safety problem resolut ion. On the 
one hand the bas ic requfrements for a majority of the envfronmental 
safety information seems to lie in support of the safety presentations 
required under the safety review specification issued by SNPO in 
October, 1962. This schedule does not requfre a complete and defini
tive envfronmental safety specification until relatively shortly before 
the flight date at Cape Canaveral . On the other hand, much of the 
data derived from the envfronmental safety program will impose requfre
ments on hardware and design which should be specified considerably 
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before the flight date and preferably well before the s ta t ic tes t 
program at the NRDS. 

In view of the relat ive incomplete s ta tus of envfronmental safety 
programs as such and the resolution requfred with respect to the 
significance of envfronmental safety programs in terms of time 
scheduling, a re-orientation of dfrection was adopted. The initial 
phase of the environmental safety study time scheduling is being 
devoted to a specification of the parameters and relat ionships in 
envfronmental safety determinations, thefr significance in terms of 
hardware or safety evaluation, and the studies required to define them 
better . This method of approach provides an advantage in the specif i 
cation of a complete envfronmental evaluation program in terms of 
those factors which may affect both hardware and the hazard evalua
tion features in terms of the relative importance of the parameters 
and the relat ionships to each of these objec t ives . 

Having an indication of the schedule of studies necessary to define 
the parameters it should be poss ib le , given hardware decision dates 
and safety review d a t e s , to compare existing and planned environ
mental safety studies with the idealized safety study program outlined 
in this evaluation. The next step would be to obtain feedback from 
hardware confractors in the RIFT program with respect to decision dates 
and critical input values to hardware cho ices . With the information 
from hardware manufacturers and by comparing the proposed programs 
with existing or planned envfronmental safety programs, it should 
then be possible to establ ish a network which will indicate the status 
and required scheduling for envfronmental safety s tud ies . 

A listing of specific parameters of significance in the safety eva lua
tion is outlined in Table II . This tabulation contains an over-generalized 
parametric description of the dependent variables affecting the eva lua
tion of the safety of operations at AMR and, where appl icable , at NRDS. 
Extension of this tabulation should include descriptions of studies as 
viewed by NUS requfred to define the significant parameters and a com
parison of the requfred programs with proposed and existing s tud ies . 
Also contained in the following table is a highly qualitative index of 
the relative importance of the parameter in the safety evaluation; l^is 
considered as most important, 3 as l eas t important. 
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TABLE II 

SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY PARAMETERS 

Item 

Source Definition 
A. 

B. 
C . 

D . 
E. 

F . 

Location 

Accident Analysis 
Energy Release 
1. Nuclear 
2 . Chemical 
Radioactivity Inventory 
Radioactivity Release 
1. Accident 
2 . Normal 
Beryllium Release 

Transport Definition 
A. Atmosphere 

1. Cloud 
2 . Wind 
3 . Deposition Velocity 
4 . Washout 
5 . Particle Deposition 

B. Marine Release 
1. Initial Dilution 
2 . Diffusion 
3 . Transport 
4 . Depletion 
5 . Leaching 

Parameters Requfred 

x , y (Impact Prediction, Trajectory) (AMR) 
x , y (Test Site Location) (NRDS) 
pCf,z,e) 

E(p,OH) 
T,p (r ,e) 
F . P . + A.P. (OH,©) 

Q (E,T,p,OH,f ,9,Z) 
Q (E ,T ,OH,e ,Z) (NRDS) 
Q33 (T,P,$) 

cTy, 02 (AT,u ,h ,x , Qi , Qc) 
u (x ,h ,©) 
V (AT,e,RH,u,Z) 
A (I ,©,f) ; I (©,x) 
(U ($ ,u ,h , sg ) 

Relative Importance 

S^(E, v^, D) 
P (r,©,a^) 
v ,v j j , (x,y) 

(AMR) 

1 
1 
2 

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 

3 
2 
2 
3 
3 



TABLE II , con t 'd . 

Item 

C . Hydrologic Factors 
1. Leaching 
2 . Percolation 
3 . Transport 
4 . Depletion 

Parameters Required 

(AMR) 
q ( Z , e , I , $ ) 
W (I,e,TT) 
Vgwd'H) 

Dose Evaluation 
A. Ecologic Factors 

1. Milk 
Catt le Feed 
Concentration by Cow 

2 . Seafood 
Isotopic Dilution 
Specie Uptake 

B. Internal Dose Models 
1. Solubility in Body Fluids 
2 . Acute Intake Factors 
3 . Single Particle Behavior 

C . External Dose Models 
1. Skin dose-smal l part icles 
2 . Whole body beta dose 

D . Radiation Standards 

(AMR) 

Pasture/Total Feed 

^milk/ '" 

S/G (x ,y ,D,©) 
Cf (L,S/G) 

s (Z ,0 , organ) 

Tj3 (§/ organ) 

R (f , 0 , t i s sue depth) 
R ( § , 0 , t i s sue depth, r) 
(AMR, NRDS) 
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SYMBOLS 

p 

r 

Z 

© 

E 

OH 

T,P 

f 

0 

^Be 

Oy/a 

AT 

u 

h 

Qi 

% 

^g 

e 

RH 

Z 

h 

I 

11) 

sg 

So 

^ t 

D 

P 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

z~ 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

z= 

= 

= 

reactivity 

radius 

axial position 

time 

energy 

reactor operating history 

temperature, pressure 

particle s ize 

radioactivity re lease 

beryllium re lease 

standard deviation of cloud dimension In ^ and h direction 

temperature gradient 

mean wind speed 

height 

instantaneous source 

continuous source 

deposition velocity 

surface condition 

relative humidity 

chemical element 

washout rate 

intensity of rainfall 

surface deposition 

specific gravity 

initial concentration in ocean 

terminal velocity 

depth of water 

diffusion velocity 
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^t 
V 

^b 

V 

w 
TT 

V 

gw 
H 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

s 

= 

^ m i l k -
S/G 

Cf 

L 

s 

fa 

fw 

\ 

R 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

sea water density 

mean current velocity 

ocean bottom current velocity 

removal rate due to physical and chemical factors 

leaching rate 

percolation 

permeability 

ground water velocity 

hydraulic gradient 

concenfration in milk 

specific activity 

concentration in flesh 

marine specie 

solubility 

fraction of inhaled material reaching crit ical organ 

fraction of Ingested material retained by crit ical organ 

biological half-life 

dose rate 
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m. Task ni 

Under Task III, NUS was requested to conduct two studies during 
the ffrst quarter. The first, sub- task I I I . l , required NUS to 
evaluate and compare the biological doses resulting from random 
reentry of nuclear rocket reactor debris with radiation dose guides 
of various kinds and to suggest limiting activity inventories based 
on these dose cri ter ia . The second t a sk . III.2 called for review 
and comments by NUS on the documents submitted for the prelimi
nary RIFT safety review by Los Alamos, Aerojet-General, Lockheed, 
and Launch Operation Center -AMR. A report on this latter task has 
been delivered to the Safety Officer, SNPO. Comments on the for
mer task are included below as pertinent to the development of 
destruct system cri teria, as well as to operational mission planning. 

Radiobiological Criteria for Reentering Nuclear Rocket Fragments 

A preliminary examination of dose criteria for reentering nuclear 
rocket reactor fragments was conducted and the implication of such 
doses in terms of reactor inventory and mission were presented by 
NUS at the ROVER Flight Safety Panel Meeting on Post-Operational 
Countermeasures on March 27, 1963. The purpose of the analyses 
was not to establ ish standards as such but to indicate the relat ion
ship between dose criteria and activity inventories in the reentered 
material . With such act ivi t ies at ground level and a knowledge of 
the behavior of the particular fragment s izes and shapes during reenfry, 
it should be possible to frace backward at leas t on a preliminary bas is 
to act ivi t ies at various alt i tudes and hence to a description of reactor 
history and mission. 

Three dose routes were considered to be of possible limiting impor
tance in this analys is : whole body gamma dose; GI fract dose; and 
lung dose . The dose to skin was not considered to provide a limiting 
case since skin damage by burns from a single reentered particle should 
produce primarily cosmetic rather than disabling injury. In the analysis 
the assumption was made that a single individual is exposed to only a 
single par t ic le . This remains to be confirmed by the analysis of reentry 
trajectories for fragments being conducted by Lockheed. 

A. External Dose 

To handle the widely varying dose delivery rates imposed by 
the wide range of possible delay times following shutdown and 
prior to arrival at the earth 's surface, an approach was selected 
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which is similar to that suggested by the NCRP for 
exposure in war-time emergencies. This concept is 
designated as the equivalent residual dose (ERD) and 
recognizes acute dose , dose protraction and biological 
recovery of effects . ERD can be calculated at any time 
after the onset of exposure using the assumptions made 
by the NCRP group. 

The dose model employed assumes exposure over infinite 
time from a point source at a dis tance of 1 meter. This 
model is certainly open to quest ion, both with respect 
to the dis tance and the exposure time chosen. However, 
it is felt to provide a reasonable bas is for determining, at 
leas t ini t ial ly, the exposure resulting from a given reactor 
fragment. Detai ls of the analysis are presented in Appendix D. 

The value of activity on arrival at the ear th 's surface for an 
ERD = 25 r and 100 r determined at t = infinity is plotted in 
Figure II. For short reenfry t imes , however, the doses 
delivered in the ffrst four days for an ERD of 100 r are 
sufficiently high to preclude recovery from taking p lace . 
That i s , values of several hundred r may be accumulated in 
the ffrst four days leading to a high incidence of fatali ty. 
Therefore, a second condition of dose accumulation of l ess 
than 100 r (or 25 r) in the ffrst four days was used as a 
limiting criterion for short reentry t imes, and is also shown 
in Figure II. 

B. Internal Dose 

The resolution of models and dose values for internal exposure 
is difficult s ince existing models are predicated on continuous 
uptake, or at l eas t on the uniform exposure of the affected 
organ. For the case where inhalation or ingestion of a single 
particle occurs both the physical dosimetry and the radiobiology 
are exfremely diffuse. As an approach to the problem the dose 
limit and the delivered dose were both assumed to apply to the 
same volume; that i s , the volume defined by the range of the 
beta particles considered. Two exposures were examined — 
lung and GI fract. The particles were assumed to be insoluble, 
although this remains to be shown and may affect the values 
obtained to some extent . 
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For the lung, particles of 1 and 10 micron diameter were 
considered. The assumption was made that the decay 
rate of the activity was not significantly changed over 
the period of exposure. This would be the case if these 
part icles were created in space and reentered slowly. 
It would not be the ca se if larger pieces which reentered 
were rapidly fragmented and powdered on impact. 

Effective contact times were assumed to be four days for 
the 10 micron particle and 175 days for the 1 micron par t ic le . 
The particles were considered to behave as point sources 
based on an examination of the criteria for such sources 
given by Hine and Brownell. ^^^' The beta spectrum was 
assumed to correspond to that having a maximum energy 
of 0 .8 Mev and an average energy of 0 .3 Mev/dis integrat ion. 
The maximum range of these part icles would be 0 .3 cen t i 
meters in t i s sue and the infinite absorbed dose in a sphere 
with radius equal to the maximum range would be 135 A rads 
per microcurie day, where A is the activity of the point 
source in microcuries. For a 50 rad dose to the affected 
volume of the lung, the derived act ivi t ies are about 0.002 
microcuries for the 1 micron par t ic le , and about 0.09 micro
curies for the 10 micron par t ic le . 

For the GI fract a similar approach was employed. The r e t en 
tion time in this case was taken from ICRP to be 18 hours, 
the time of passage of material through the lower large intest ine 
(the longest residence time of any section of the fract). The 
maximum diameter of a particle inhaled and subsequently 
swallowed was assumed to be 100 microns and the activity 
was treated as fixed in the particle as it moved through the 
GI tract along the gut wal l . 

Models generally in use for the GI fract consider continuous 
passage of material through this organ. However, a con
siderable change in the quantity and nature of the dose resul ts 
if peristal t ic action which occurs at infrequent intervals is con
sidered. For a dose of 50 rad to the GI fract wall the derived 
activity in a 100 micron particle would be about 330 microcuries 
for a continuously moving particle and about 1/2 microcurie for 
an effective contact time of 18 hours at one point. In the former 
case 5 0 rad is delivered to each segment of the GI fract wall 
along which the particle p a s s e s . In the latter c a s e , 50 rad is 
delivered to one very small volume of the GI fract wa l l . 
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For particles larger than 100 microns which might be 
ingested dfrectly the relat ionship above would not 
hold, since self-absorption of beta energy within the 
particle would become appreciable . If a 1 millimeter 
particle is considered to represent the largest s ize which 
might be ingested (say on leafy vegetables) then about 
one half of the beta energy would be absorbed in the 
particle itself for the beta specfrum assumed. The activity 
per particle could then increase by about a factor of 2 and 
sti l l meet the dose cri terion. Since the volume would be 
1,000 times that of the 100 micron particle the activity 
concenfration in a 1 millimeter particle would only be 
0.002 that of the smaller par t ic le . Values derived on this 
bas is for both sources of internal exposure are summarized 
in the following t ab le . 

TABLE III 

INTERNAL BETA DOSE ESTIMATES 

Particle 
Diameter, Microns 

1 

10 

100 

1000 

Organ 

lung 

lung 

GI fract 
(LLI) 

GI tract 
(LLI) 

Residence 
Time, Days 

175 

4 

0.75 

0.75 

Dose , 
Rads 

50 

50 

50 

50 

Activity, 
Microcuries 

0.002 

0.09 

0-5* ** 
330 

* 

660 

Activity 
Concenfration, 

cu r i e s / cc 

4,200 

185 

1 
630 

.002 
1.3 

* 
^ ^ 1 8 hour peristal t ic delay 

Continuous motion 

It can be shown, using the relat ionships developed by Hine 
and Brownell, ^^^' that a higher energy beta specfrum would 
result in a lower dose , s ince the affected volume would 
increase more rapidly than would the energy re leased from 
the par t ic le . 
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C, Comparison with Mission Inventories 

Two possible missions were developed by WANL, resulting 
in integrated energy re leases of 1.35 x 10^ and 6.72 x 10^ Mw-
sec for the nuclear s t age . Assuming the decay of gross fission 
product activity following shutdown follows a Way-Wigner re la t ion
ship , the volume-averaged concenfrations are shown for these 
cases in Figure III as a function of time following shutdown of 
the s t age . Also shown in this Figure are the limiting concenfrations 
for lung and GI fract doses calculated in the preceding sect ion, 
and the limiting concentration for a 25 rad ERD in a 0.575 cm 
diameter fragment as a function of return t ime. From this Figure 
it can be seen that only the GI fract dose (LLI) imposes concen
fration limits which may be difficult to achieve . Lung dose is 
not restr ict ive since the return time of part icles of these s izes 
are exfremely long ( » 2 0 days) , and the decay period is more 
than sufficient to reduce concenfration to acceptable l imi ts . 
The external dose requfrement of 25 r can be met for the higher 
yield mission by promptly fragmenting into s izes l ess than 1/4 
inch, which should not be too difficult. (For the lower energy 
yield, 1 cm diameter fragments are acceptable for any reenfry 
t imes) . 

With respect to the GI fract dose , additional study is required to 
define the biological significance of a highly localized dose to 
the wall of the in tes t ine , as well as a more detailed examination 
of the anatomy of the wal l . It may be , for example, that the 
expendable mucosal cel ls lining the intestine absorb a significant 
portion of the dose , markedly reducing the dose delivered to the 
wall itself, and permitting a higher concenfration for a given dose 
to the wall of the in tes t ine . 

IV. Task IV 

Under this Task, NUS is preparing a script for the later production of 
a film describing the RIFT program, its potential hazards and the p re 
cautions which have been taken to keep such hazards within proper 
l imi ts . Existing films of t es t s or other programs by other confractors 
and agencies are being reviewed for the usabil i ty of selected portions 
in the proposed NUS film. To date film available at WANL on the 
TREAT t e s t s , the model water enfry studies and the plasmajet s tudies 
have been reviewed together with films on Aerojet desfruct t e s t s and 
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the AMR film on launch pad abor ts . A working outline of a script 
has been prepared and arrangements are being made to review 
other films available at Los Alamos, NASA, e t c . 

A tentative outline for the proposed film follows: 

(1) The role of the nuclear rockets : Describes ffrst the basic 
advantages of nuclear over chemical rockets (simple propel lants , 
high specific impulse and higher payloads possible) and answers 
the basic question of why fly nuclear rocke t s . Describes next the 
problems associa ted with nuclear rocke t s , including shielding requfre
ments for manned missions and for portions of unmanned payloads , of 
material problems for reactor core design, and the inherent safety 
problems created by the generation of radioactive fission product 
inventories . (About three to four minutes of film time). 

(2) Normal flight tes t : Describes the normal flight sequence for 
a RIFT flight, including description of the assembly and testing of 
the nuclear s tage , mating to the vehic le , fransport of the vehicle 
to the launch pad, fueling, launch itself and the accomplishment of 
flight tes t objectives followed by reenfry and downrange impact in 
the ocean . This is accompanied by a pictorial description of the 
tes t s under way to develop the normal behavior patterns for the RIFT 
system including the Nevada tes t of KIWI and NRX r e a l t o r s , the pro
posed testing programs for Saturn boos ters , and the studies of the 
downrange impact envfronment. (Approximately five to six minutes 
of film time). 

(3) Possible malfunctions: Describes potential accidents in a 
RIFT flight sequence and provides a qualitative description of the 
consequences that would ensue in an unprotected system under 
given cfrcumstances. The general types of accidents to be included 
are the nuclear crit icali ty accident during assembly and tes t ing , c a t a s -
frophic booster failure on the launch pad, and failure of the chemical 
s tages followed by immersion of the intact reactor in water . (Approxi
mately seven to eight minutes). 

(4) Countermeasure program: Describes pictorially those studies 
presently under way and planned which will define the behavior of 
the reactor in the event of accident and the development of the counter-
measures program intended to eliminate or mitigate the effects of a c c i 
dents . Such programs as the KIWI t e s t s , the TREAT and TRIGA t e s t s , 
the TNT and SWET tes t s at Nevada, the desfruct t e s t s (chemical, nxiclear 
and high explosive) , the poison development program, the Range Safety 
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Program and the envfronmental studies in the vicinity of the Cape 
are pictorially represented. (Ten to fifteen minutes) . 

(5) Summary: Describes the hazards with active countermeasures, 
and the s ta tus of the countermeasure program at the time the film 
is ready for production. (Two to three minutes). 

It is not planned to assemble any film at NUS until the rough script 
can be assembled and ideas as to the exact type and amount of 
footage desfred is better known. 
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APPENDIX A 

ATOMIC INTERNATIONAL CLOUD CODE^^^ 

3- Starting Point 

The operating history includes provision for a steady power pro
duction term and an excursion term. 

The radioactive inventory at the time of re lease can be computed 
either as gross gamma act ivi ty, or as the sum of up to 50 parent-
daughter decay cha ins . In the latter computation certain approxima
tions are required for complex decay chains; a lso it is not made 
clear where the many source constants needed for this computation 
are to be obtained. The gross gamma computation is based on the 
Way-Wigner relat ion, modified to permit up to three power decay 
constants for radioactivity produced by steady operation and two 
power decay constants for the radioactivity produced during the 
excursion. These refinements are said to provide a better fit to 
existing gross decay data than the Way-Wigner relation and to include 
variable factors to allow'for filtration, condensation, or absorption of 
specific fission product isotopes prior to r e l e a s e . 

The following data are used: operating t ime, operating power level , 
excursion energy, initial isotopic ac t iv i t i e s , decay constants and 
decay energ ies . 

b . Release Mode 

A two-compartment re lease model is used , which can serve , for 
example, to describe re lease from the core to the containment v e s s e l , 
followed by re lease from the containment ve s se l to the atmosphere. 
The re lease constants for each compartment can be varied. The 
re lease is assumed to be continuous, but the rate is var iable . Release 
occurs at a fixed, specified height above ground. 

The following data are used: source activity (from (a) above), compart
ment re lease cons tan t s , and height of re lease point. 

c . Transport Considerations 

The code treats only atmospheric transport. It uses the Sutton Equation, 
modified to accept lateral and vertical stabili ty parameters and to allow 
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for perfect reflection of the cloud from the ground and also 
from an inversion layer at some height greater than the point 
of r e l e a s e . Cloud depletion by rain-out and fallout is c a l 
culated by Chamberlain's formulas, v-̂ )̂ Surface deposition and 
afr concentrations are not calculated explici t ly. 

The following data are used: re lease rate (from (b) above), wind 
velocity, stack height, height of inversion l id , lateral and 
vertical diffusion coefficients, lateral and vertical stabil i ty 
parameters, setting veloci ty, rain-out fraction. 

d. Dose Delivery Modes 

The code calculates only external gamma dose rate and total 
gamma dose integrated over any desired time interval . Both dose 
rate and total dose are obtained by dividing the gamma ray s p e c 
trum into a number (unspecified) of energy groups. The buildup 
factor in air is included in the calculat ion. Dose values are c a l 
culated for up to 10 different downwind dis tances from the point of 
r e l e a s e . 

e . General Comments 

The code is written in FORTRAN II for the IBM-709 computer. 
Machine time is 6.5 minutes for a single problem. Analytical 
expressions are given for all the models used , but no numerical 
values are given for the parameters . 

AEROJET-GENERAL RISC CODE^^^ 

a . Starting Point 

The code computes the activity of up to 50 isotopes at 20 down
wind d i s t ances . The BURN-2 subroutine '-̂ ^^ computes the build
up of these isotopes during power operation, and the buildup and 
decay subsequent to r e l e a s e . The reactor operating time can be 
adjusted, and neutron flux averaged over this time is used . Thus, 
this code does not appear able to compute in a single operation the 
inventory produced by a period of steady power followed by a nuclear 
excursion. 

The following data are used: reactor operating t ime, average 
neutron flux, isotope decay cons tan ts , absorption cross sections 
and fission y ie lds . 
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b . Release Mode 

Any desfred single value for the fraction of the inventory 
released may be used . This fraction can be adjusted for 
each isotope to take account of different vapor p ressures , 
particle s i z e s , e t c . 

c . Transport Considerations 

The stabilized cloud height is computed by means of modi
fied (in an unstated way) Bosanquet-Pearson equations (14)^ 
Sutton's diffusion equation is used , unmodified for calculating 
cloud transport . Cloud depletion by rain-out and fallout are 
calculated by Chamberlain's formulas, (12) and surface con
tamination could probably be obtained from these ca lcula t ions . 
Total integrated dose is calculated at 20 downwind d i s t ances . 

The following data are used: horizontal, ver t ica l , and diffusion 
coefficients, a single stability parameter, wind veloci ty, equiva
lent stack height, exit veloci ty, exit temperature, air temperature 
gradient, fallout veloci ty, and rain-out parameter. 

d. Dose Delivery Modes 

The code considers the radiation dose to seven organs (thyroid, 
bone, muscle, lung, GI t ract , t e s t e s , and whole body) from 
inhalation only. That part of the code which calculates organ 
dose simply gives the product of the organ dose conversion param
eters and the breathing r a t e . Apparently isodose lines can be c a l 
culated. 

e . General Comments 

The code is written in FORTRAN for the IBM-7090 Computer. No 
information on running time is given. Analytical expressions are 
given for effective cloud height, virtual point source d i s tance , 
maximum total integrated dose and isotope production and decay . 
No numerical values for the parameters are given, except in one 
illustrative problem, for which input and output data are given. 

AEROJET-GENERAL REAPP CODE^^^ 

a. Starting Point 

The code is designed to calculate the behavior of the respfrable 
material re leased by rocket exhaust c louds . The problems freated 
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by this code are those of chemical toxicants , so there is no 
provision for calculating radioactive inventory or radioactive 
decay. 

The following data are used: total weight of propellant and 
total weight of toxin. 

b . Release Mode 

The following equations for initial cloud radius and height are 
based on empirical equations modified to take account of a 
finite ffring time, i . e . an elongated puff. 

R = 2 . 1 (PT/(1+US/1.364 R))° '^^ 

Ht = 4.2 (1.2-ZN)^ fPT/(U^(l+US/1.364 R))| °-^ 

R 
P 
T 
Ht 

ZN 
U 
S 

= 
= 
= 
= 

= 
= 

= 

cloud radius in feet 
total grain weight in pounds 
exhaust temperature in° C 
height in feet due to the thermal energy 

content of the cloud 
stabili ty parameter in the vertical direction 
wind speed in miles per hour 
firing time in seconds 

c . Transport Considerations 

The code freats only atmospheric fransport and uses the Sutton 
equation modified to take account of re leases of durations that 
lie between the instantaneous and the continuous. Empirical 
relations for the vertical and horizontal diffusion coefficients 
are given, as below, and a table of calculated values is pre
sented. 

0 2 = 1.95 X 10"^ (ZN-0.11)"^"^U"^^^^{l+2 exp (-0.001 (1-ZN/2)^H) ] 

Cy. = Cy = Cz 11+0.5 exp (-0.003 H)] 

where H = cloud stabilization height in feet. 
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The influence of an inversion layer at some height above the 
cloud stabil ization height in capping the cloud dispersion is 
also calculated. 

d. Dose Delivery Modes 

The code calculates only lung inhalation dose at a fixed 
breathing rate of 3 x 10" cubic meters per second. The code 
calculates dose and concentration in the downwind direction 
and at cross-wind posi t ions , concenfration at a fixed location 
as a function of t ime, and dose and concenfration i sop le ths . 

e . General Comments 

The code is programmed for the IBM-7090 computer. No infor
mation on running time is given. All analytical expressions are 
given. 

4 . CONVAIR FZM-1807 CODE^^^ 

a . Starting Point 

The code accepts reactor operating history in up to 60 intervals 
of operating time and power leve l , including zero power l eve l . 
Presumably the las t internal could be used to describe a nuclear 
excursion leading to r e l ea se . An unspecified number of isotope 
libraries are maintained on magnetic t ape . Each isotope library 
contains the following information on up to 50 isotopes: rad io
active half-l ife, biological half- l ife, neufron cross section; 
particle size model, and organ-exposure cons tan t s . No informa
tion is given about the biological half-life or organ-exposure con
stants and it may well be that values of these parameters suitable 
for long-term exposure are used, rather than those suitable for 
brief, acute exposure. Gross gamma activity is calculated by 
the Way-Wigner relat ion. 

The following data are used: neufron flux, isotopic neufron absorp
tion coefficient and decay constant , isobaric fission yield, power 
level , and operating t ime. 

b . Release Mode 

The fission product inventory is freated in two parts: the larger 
particles which fall on the ground over which the cloud p a s s e s , and 
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the aerosol fraction which diffuses downwind. The released 
activity is assumed to have a log normal particle s ize d i s t r i 
bution for particles larger than some unstated s i z e . Particles 
smaller than this are assumed to have an hyperbolic disfribu-
t ion. The fraction of each isotope released can be adjusted by 
a constant in the inventory equation. The re lease is apparently 
continuous and at any desired fixed r a t e . 

c . Transport Considerations 

The code freats only atmospheric fransport, and does so with 
the s ta t is t ica l diffusion model of Pasquil l . v̂ ) Cloud depletion 
by fallout and rain-out are calculated by the formulas of 
Chamberlain, ^^^' and depletion by radioactive decay during the 
period of cloud travel is also included. Ground level air concen
fration and ground contamination are calculated for 350 mesh points 
between selected limits of downwind and cross-wind d i s t ances . 

The following data are used: wind veloci ty, horizontal and 
vertical standard devia t ions , re lease height, isotope decay con
s tant , rain-out constant , dry deposition veloci ty, horizontal and 
vertical diffusion coefficients, and horizontal and vertical power 
coefficients. 

d. Dose Delivery Modes 

The code is able to calculate organ exposure by inhalation for 
each isotope and the sum of all isotopes for 10 (unspecified) organs . 

Values for breathing rate and organ dose per curie inhaled are not 
given. The code is also able to calculate the external dose from 
the gross gamma activity of the cloud, but not apparently from 
ground contamination. 

e . General Comments 

The code is written for the IBM-704 computer. No estimate of 
machine time is given. Analytical expressions are given for all 
the models used, but no numerical values for the parameters are 
given. 
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5. ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY REACTOR INVENTORY BUILDUP 
AND RELEASE CODE (7) 

The following information was obtained from R.O. Brittan in a telephone 
call on February 25. 

The code assumes a simple parent-daughter re la t ionship . However, pro
vision is made for a differential re lease of the isotopes based on the 
following factors t 

a . The parent may be a solid while the daughter is a g a s . The 
solid may be contained in the cladding or remain in the core while 
the gaseous daughter diffuses into the environment. The overall 
effect is a smaller re lease of the daughter. 

b . At different temperatures, there is a differential re lease of 
the i so topes . The percent re lease is also related to the time of 
heat ing. The plating out of certain elements , the condensation 
of vapors , e t c . are all affected by the temperature. 

c . The isotope disfribution released is quite different from that 
used in most computation models, and thus the subsequent dose 
is consequently affected. 

Problems are being run on the computer to find out the magnitude of these 
effects. No factor is available at this t ime. 

Pasquill and Meade 's equations are used in the formulation. Pasquil l ' s 
seven stabili ty parameters are considered indicative of all poss ib i l i t i e s . 
A Gaussian plume characterist ic is used . 

Gifford is working on some experiments involving plumes that should shed 
some light on the validity of the models . 

Although Dr. Brittan could give no date on which this code will be ava i l 
able , it will probably be completed during 1963. 
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APPENDIX B 

FACTORS IN NUCLEAR ROCKET ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

Inventory 

(1) Operating history 
(a) power levels 
(b) operating times 
(c) shutdown times 
(d) excursion 

(2) Isotopic activity at time of re lease 
(a) isobaric fission yield 
(b) formation by parent-daughter chains 
(c) formation by neufron capture in fission products 
(d) formation by neufron capture in sfructural 

materials 
(e) depletion by radioactive decay 
(f) depletion by neufron capture 

(3) Gross fission product inventory 
(a) gross gamma activity 
(b) gross beta activity 

(4) Un-fissioned fuel 
(a) uranium 
(b) Plutonium 

Release 

(1) Cause of re lease 
(a) desfruct command 
(b) accidental chemical explosion 
(c) super-cri t ical nuclear excursion 
(d) disintegration on re-enfry 

(2) Form of re lease 
(a) instantaneous puff 
(b) prolonged, i . e . elongated puff 
(c) continuous from a fixed source 
(d) continuous from a moving source 
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(3) Location of re lease 
(a) launch pad, before take-off 
(b) height 
(c) geographic location 
(d) reentry (limits on possible reenfry location) 

(4) Characteris t ics of the released material 
(a) fraction of the inventory re leased , by isotope 
(b) size disfribution of the part icles 
(c) isotope disfribution among the particles 
(d) isotope disfribution in the vapor phase 
(e) condensation temperature disfribution of the vapors 
(f) isotope distribution in the gas phase 

(5) Available energy 
(a) momentum of the rocket (influence on cloud frajectory) 
(b) chemical energy: ffrst stage rocket , desfruct explosive, 

inadvertent chemical reactions 
(c) nuclear excursion 

C. Cloud Transport 

(1) Meteorological factors 
(a) wind direction v s . height and location 
(b) wind speed v s . height and location 
(c) temperature v s . height and location 
(d) diffusion coefficients v s . height and location 
(e) precipitation 
(f) probability disfribution for all the factors above 
(g) ground reflection 
(h) capping by inversion conditions 

(2) Cloud depletion 
(a) radioactive decay 
(b) vapor condensation and fallout 
(c) dry fallout v s . particle s ize 
(d) rain-out (consider solubility and hydroscopic properties) 

(3) Geographical factors 
(a) dis tances from release point to critical locations 
(b) direction from re lease point to crit ical locations 
(c) duration of the conditions that take material from 

the re lease point to critical locations 
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(4) Physical factors 
(a) trajectory of the releasing rocket 
(b) explosive momentum of the releasing event 
(c) temperature disfribution of the released material in 

time and space (will the cloud r i se buoyantly) ? 

Dose 

(1) Transient cloud dose (external 3 and y exposure) 
(a) beta 
(b) gamma 
(c) geomefric factor: cloud shape and height 
(d) air attenuation 
(e) buildup factor in air 
(f) sky-shine: radiation scattered to the receiver by 

the hemisphere of afr of which he is the center 
(g) dose rate v s . time of cloud passage 

(2) Inhalation dose 
(a) concentration, by isotope, v s . time of cloud passage 
(b) breathing rate 
(c) particle s ize distribution (by isotope, if necessary) 
(d) solubility disfribution, by isotope 
(e) percent retention v s . particle s ize and solubility 
(f) crit ical organ for short-term exposure 
(g) biological fransfer coefficients, by isotope (fraction 

of the amount inhaled which reaches the crit ical 
organ) 

(h) dose rate v s . time after exposure (includes physical 
half-l ife, biological half- l i fe , disintegration scheme 
and mass of the critical organ) 

(i) sum dose delivered by all isotopes to each of the 6 or 
8 important organ systems (the organ which receives 
the largest dose in an exposure to a mixture of two 
isotopes may not be the critical organ for either i s o 
tope alone) . 

(3) Ingestion dose 
(a) concentration, by isotope, v s . time after re lease in 

water , milk, and food 
(b) solubility and particle s i z e , by isotope in water , milk 

or food 
(c) daily intake of water, milk and various foods 
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(d) percent retention by the body 
(e) critical organ for short-term exposure 
(f) biological fransfer coefficients for ingestion, by 

isotope 
(g) dose rate v s . time after exposure 
(h) sum dose delivered by all isotopes to each organ 
(i) drinking water sources 
0) water uses : fishing and recreation 
(k) land u se s : agriculture, r e s idences , recreation 

(4) Deposition dose , from radioactive material on 
(a) the skin 
(b) the ground 
(c) buildings 

E. Post-Accident Conditions 

(1) Duration of critical period 

(2) Notification and evacuation times for 
(a) densely sett led areas 
(b) sparsely settled areas 

(3) Natural cleanup 
(a) radioactive decay 
(b) rain run-off and percolation 
(c) river, lake and ocean currents 
(d) wind relocation 

(4) Decontamination 

F. Errors and Uncertainties 

(1) Mathematical uncertaint ies: approximations in the analytical 
models, constants and coefficients 

(2) Measurement uncertainties: the limit of accuracy of all the 
up-to-the-minute input data 

(3) Prediction uncertainties: accuracy with which conditions for 
the first few minutes or hours after the excursion can be p re 
dicted . 

(4) Computer errors 

(5) Sensitivity of the various doses calculated to variations in 
the input data: input data to which the output is very s e n s i 
tive should be obtained with more care and accuracy than in
put data to which the output is insens i t ive . 
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APPENDIX C 

RIFT ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY STUDY 

AREA Source Term DATE March 21 . 1963 
GROUP NRDL (Mackln, Zigman) PROJECT CODE (To Be Assigned) 
OBJECTIVE xo determine fission product release Into air, He, vacuum and 

water during and following short-period fransients (TRIGA) in NERVA fuel. 

SCOPE SCHEDULE DATES 
1. Eval. test safety, capability, insfr. and mech. 

design; f .p . rel . in TRIGA transients to dry He, Complete in Fy 1963 
dry air and vac. (12 samples) 

2. Det'n f .p. rel. and frag, of samples Immersed in 
sea water dur. frans.;chem. reactions; chem. Complete in Fy 1964 
state of rel. matl. (12-20,samples) 

3. Gross and specfral y of f .p . leached promptly Complete by Tan 1965 
from fransient-tested samples in sea water 

4* Individual nuclide det'n on long-term leachate Complete by Jan 1966 
from fransient-tested samples INPUT REOUIRED 

1. Fuel Specimens 

2 . 

3 . 

4 . 

OUTPUT REQUIRED 

1. F.P. release to air 

2« F.P. release to water 

SUPPLIER 

LASL (WANL) 

USER 

SNPO (NUS) 
LASL, WANL, 
SNPO (NUS) 

LMSC 

SCHEDULE DATES 

As required 

SCHEDULE DATES 

(AMR) 
(NRDS) 
(AMR) 

3 . 

COMMENTS (problem areas, discrepancies, etc.) 
TRIGA period capabilities are adequate for the present; but energy deposition 

ability is low. Consider SPERT as possible source of both short and high 
energy deposition. 

Major difficulty in present scheduling is posed by staffing and recruiting. 
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APPENDIX D 

EQUIVALENT RESIDUAL DOSE 

The dose rate and total dose delivered to an individual exposed to 
a fragment of a nuclear rocket reactor core will depend on the total 
activity of the fragment and the "age" of i ts radioactive consti tuents 
(for a given exposure time and d is tance) . Since both the rate and 
cumulative dose affect the biological response , a model which 
recognizes both effects is necessary to provide a consis tent approach 
to exposure from both short-cooled and long-cooled fragments. 

(9) 
Report No. 29 of the NCRP presents the concept of predicting the 
biological consequences of exposure to radiation by correcting the 
accumulated dose by biological recovery that will occur. It is p re 
sumed that this equivalent residual dose (ERD) will exhibit the same 
symptoms of radiation injury as a brief dose of the same s i z e . 

Briefly, the ERD concept is based on the following: 

1. ten percent of the injury is irreparable; 

2 . the remaining injury is repaired at the rate of 2.5% per day; 

3 . recovery does not start until four days after the start of 
exposure; 

4 . recovery after the first four days is continuous. 

Thus, the ERD may be expressed analytically as follows: 

ERD = D J 0 . 1 + 0 . 9 (0.975)^"^ •+D f^O.l + 0.9 (0.975)* )dt 
4 

D = accumulated dose for the ffrst four days , r 

D = constant dose rate after the ffrst four days , r /day 

t = time at which ERD is evaluated, days 

Since for the present case D is not a constant , the relationship must be 
revised somewhat. It is assumed that decay follows a t"'^*^ pattern. 
Thus from a point source, the dose rate is given by: 

• ^ CKn ( t + T ) " ^ - ^ 

4TTa 

D - 1 

J ' . I*' •*. t •*• •'* •*• I y* ••^•^IFlP'r%i 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' ' ^ M £ ^ V • • • • • ••• • « • • • • • • ^̂  " ^ 
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-6 2 
where C = dose conversion factor (1.4 x 10 r - cm - sec for 0.7 Mev y) 

KQ = photons/second at (t+x) = 1 day 

t = time after arrival on earth, days 

T = time after shutdown to arrival on earth, days 

a = distance from point source 

Then, for a distance of one meter, and an average gamma energy of 0.7 Mev, 

D = 2.68X 10"^°K (t+r)"^'^ 
o 

and 
4 . 4 

D^ = ̂ T Ddt = 2.68xlO'^°K I (t+T)" '̂̂ clt = -1.34xl0"^K3<t+V)"°'V 

The ERD at t = CB Is given by 

ERD = -1.34xlO"-^°Kj (t+T)"°*^ ^ - 2 h0.5(t+T)"°'^ 

+0.9 i (t+r)" '^(0.975)* d t ] ) 
4 

or 

Ko = 
ERD 

-1.34x10"^° (t+T)~°*^ 
00 00 

-2 t-0.5(t+T)"°'^ +0.9f (t+T)"^'^(0.975)*dt| 
4 4 

-1 2 The activity of Interest Is chosen at the time of arrival, T; K = K T * • 
Additionally, the assumption is made that only 50% of the disintegrations 
result in a gamma photon; therefore the contained activity, A , is expressed 
by: 

AT = 2 K / 3 . 7 x 10^° = 5.4 x lO"^^ K^, curies 

and 

A = 
T 

0.4 (ERD) T " ^ ' ^ 
O CO 

(t+T)"°*^ + 1 . 8 (t+r)"^*^ (0.975)* dt 
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Values of A as a function of T for ERD's of 25 and 100 r were determined, 
and are plotted in Figure II. 

A second condition for early times is imposed by requfring that D - < ERD; 
values of A derived from this requfrement are also plotted in Figure II . 
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